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Hello. It is my honor to present to you today for the NIH’s conference on 
inclusion across the life span. I will be speaking to you today on the 
inclusion of older adults in clinical research, including both observational 
studies and clinical trials.   My name is Cynthia Boyd, and I am a 
geriatrician and primary care physician at Johns Hopkins University. 
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This quote is from the charge from the 2nd Inclusion across the lifespan 
conference, in Fall 2020.  I was particularly glad to see this, as I think it 
captures the intersectionality – inclusion is not jus passed on age, but needs 
to consider our heterogeneity and multiple dimensions. You’ll see here that 
multiple chronic conditions is just one of the dimensions noted, and it 
overlaps with these other dimensions in intersectional ways. 
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With AHRQ funding, collaborators had a project focused on developing a 
framework and operational steps to make guidelines that are more applicable 
to people with MCCs.   The project  recognized that this is not just an issue for 
guideline developers, but also how we design and analyze studies and 
synthesis information.  This project drew upon the expertise of a diverse 
group of Stakeholders: e.g. guideline developers, methodologists, clinicians, 
multimorbidity, government

The ultimate goal is to have better information in guidelines that will help a 
clinician prioritize within and across diseases for what is most likely to benefit 
an individual patient.

Inclusion across the lifespan is fundamental to using this framework to build 
better evidence, syntheses and guidance.  Notably, its not just about inclusion, 
but also how we use data that we have in order to ultimately guide care. 
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Thinking about the evidence base, key questions to ask our selves as we 
analyze studies are: 

The population with a disease is often older and with more MCCs that the 
population in studies. 

As we think about designing trials, over the past decades, explicit age 
exclusions are fewer, and this has led to better representation that several 
decades ago.  However, older adults are still represented less frequently than 
they have the conditions.   Over the same period of time, the number of trials 
for heart failure have MORE exclusions for specific comorbidities, suggesting 
that the issues still matter. 

We really need to be thinking about whom do we want evidence from studies 
we design to apply to. 
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This figure shows the relative difference between RCTs and the general 
population (real life) of patients aged 75 and older for several common drugs. 

Authors selected all reports of RCTs indexed in PubMed from 1966 to April 
2008 evaluating one of the 4 medications of interest. Estimates of the 
community-based "on-treatment" population were from a national health 
insurance database (SNIIR-AM) covering approximately 86% of the population 
in France. From this database, we evaluated data claims from January 2006 to 
December 2007 for 1,958,716 patients who received one of the medications 
of interest for more than 6 months. Of the 155 RCT reports selected, only 3 
studies were exclusively of elderly patients (2 assessing valsartan; 1 
risedronate). In only 4 of 37 reports (10.8%) for pioglitazone, 4 of 22 (18.2%) 
for risedronate, 3 of 29 (10.3%) for rosuvastatine and 9 of 67 (13.4%) for 
valsartan, the proportion of patients aged 65 or older was within or above 
that treated in clinical practice. In 62.2% of the reports for pioglitazone, 40.9% 
for risedronate, 37.9% for rosuvastatin, and 70.2% for valsartan, the 
proportion of patients aged 65 or older was lower than half that in the treated 
population. The representation of elderly people did not differ by publication 
date or sample size.
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Prior studies indicate that patients with comorbidities are frequently excluded 
from trials but do not address whether information is available in trials to 
draw conclusions about treatment effects for these patients.

We were interested in understanding whether evidence synthesis – systematic 
reviewers – could actually learn more about applicability to older adults with 
MCCs if they synthesized evidence with this population explicitly in mind. 

We conducted a literature survey of trials from 11 Cochrane Reviews for four 
chronic diseases (diabetes, heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, and stroke). Here is shown the data for diabetes trials in the diabetes 
systematic reviews.

Eligible studies were reports of trials included in the Cochrane reviews and 
additional papers that described the methods of these trials. We assessed the 
exclusion and inclusion of people with comorbidities, the reporting of 
comorbidities, and whether comorbidities were considered as potential 
modifiers of treatment effects.. Trials excluded patients with many common 
comorbidities. The proportion of exclusions for comorbidities ranged from 0-
42 percent for heart failure, 0-55 percent for COPD, 0-44 percent for diabetes, 
and 0-39 percent for stroke. 

Its striking to see that 40% of diabetes trials making up our evidence base 
included people with CKD – that is clearly one of the most common co-
existing conditions. 



Data not shown: Seventy of the 161 trials (43.5%) described the prevalence of any 
comorbidity among participants with the index disease. The reporting of 
comorbidities in trials was very limited, in terms of reporting an operational 
definition and method of ascertainment for the presence of comorbidity and 
treatments for the comorbidity. It was even less common that the trials assessed 
whether comorbidities were potential modifiers of treatment effects.
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This study shows the mean and median  age in NIH funded trials for 10 
conditions.  In many cases, the means and medians are much lower than the 
population with the condition. 
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Further more, 

One third of studies excluded people by having upper age limits.

All studies had some exclusion criteria.  Most commonly excluded conditions 
were:

polypharmacy/concomitant medication (37%), 
cardiac issues (30%), 
history of cancer (24%)
various forms of cognitive impairment (20%)
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The NIH Inclusion Across the Life Span policy clearly demonstrates the 
understanding that people with MCCs need to be included in studies in 
greater numbers, and we need to analyze the data in innovative and 
deliberate ways, with these populations in mind, if we are going to draw 
meaningful conclusions. 
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The 5Ts are explained in several other talks – but they are key to making sure 
diverse populations of older adults are actually enrolled and retained in trials. 
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First up – is thinking about target population. We want to avoid exclusions 
that limit generalizability. To do that, we need to know who has the condition 
in older adults. 
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48 % of Medicare participants aged ≥ 65

have ≥ 3 chronic

consume 89% of Medicare conditions budget   

Here in work led by Carlos Weiss, this data presented such that you 

can see that disease in isolation is the overwhelming exception, not the 

rule. . Using NHANES, you can see that less than 20% of older women 

with coronary heart disease, chronic lower respiratory tract disease, 

diabetes and stroke have these conditions in isolation, meaning none of 

the other 5 in this table. Obviously this number would be even smaller if 

you looked at a broader pot of chronic conditions. 

This issue though doesn’t just affect older patients though. Based on 

data from Medicaid and NHANES, many younger patients with one 

chronic disease actually have at least one other as well. 
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This slide is just to emphasize that it is not only diseases we should worry 
about, when we think about prevalence and interactions to decide who 
should be in clinical trials, and who should guidelines address.    Clinical 
factors (e.g., the presence of high liver enzymes when considering the use of 
statin
drugs or complaints of dizziness when considering the use and dose of 
therapy to lower blood pressure) are very important to consider as co-existing 
conditions, as might be health status factors like cognitive impairment that 
will interfere with patients’ ability to adhere safely.

The disease domain encompassed other traditional chronic diseases that are 
considered of major importance because they
are established as leading causes of death or morbidity and because there are 
known interactions between each disease
and CHD, between CHD treatments and each disease, between one of their 
treatments and CHD, or between
treatments for both conditions.  The clinical domain consisted of physiological 
conditions and factors that should be
weighed when prescribing therapies because they may be a contraindication 
or relative contraindication (e.g., the presence
of high liver enzymes when considering the use of statin drugs or complaints 
of dizziness when considering the
use and dose of therapy to lower blood pressure). The health status domain 
was reserved for conditions that affect
function and quality of life, are likely to affect a person’s ability to adhere to 



therapy, and are often caused by several
processes in older adults.
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This slide shows that Many common co-morbidies of osteoporosis are very 
under represented in clinical trials. 
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For the next 4 of the 5 Ts, these slides touch on the topics just briefly.  These 
address the teams and tools you need in order to improve inclusion across the 
life pan. 
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Time and Tips to accommodate are very practical strategies that studies 
should engage, and research institutions need to develop resources to help 
address.
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Many health care systems are becoming age friendly.  There’s a key parallel for 
design of research that is nicely laid out in the 5ts article. 
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Many people wonder, how should I measure multiple chronic conditions for 
my research. There is not one answer to this – it depends on what you 
questions you are trying to answer. 

Research, synthesis and guidelines typically focus on an index disease- maybe 
touching on a few drug interactions.  One way to view this is the Index disease 
approach, 
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Review how disease-disease, disease-treatment and treatment-treatment 
interactions may result in specific consequences for disease management. 

Determine whether the research or guideline should focus on an index 
condition with consideration of specific co-existing conditions or morbidity, or 
the research or guideline should focus on a combination of conditions. 

Research/Guidelines could continue to focus on an index conditions – but pick 
one or more comorbidities that are important (prevalence, interaction, 
something to say) and address their combined management.
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Sometimes, we may want to focus on a specific condition or risk factor, but 
should consider global morbidity of multiple chronic conditions or some other 
way of determining overall risk for some outcome. For example, thinking 
about how life expectancy may alter the benefits of screening for breast 
cancer is an example of this, given the time horizon for benefit of 
mammography. 

Thus research or guidelines could address an index disease, like diabetes, but 
frame MCCs in terms of a summary index – like a morbidity burden or life 
expectancy or other risk score, and develop stratified treatment evidence on 
this basis.
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The PICO framework can be helpful in designing studies. 

So, once it has been decided to address people with MCCs in one of the above 
ways, the next step is to describe the specific clinical questions that are 
informed by MCCs, whether this is a subset of your research or a primary 
focus.

This first part about population – this is when we specify the definitions – how 
will you define comorbidity like CKD or morbidity burden? What index would 
you use?
Next, is the crucial question of looking for heterogeneity of treatment effect, 
evidence of effect modification on the basis of comorbidity, as you have 
defined it.
Third, is to determine which outcomes will be used to evaluate the evidence 
base.  The outcomes we should investigate may vary in people with MCCs –
we don't want to overlook harms, non-disease specific outcomes like 
functional status.  When we think about surrogate (or proxy or intermediate) 
outcomes, there may be instances in people with MCCs where the linkage 
between surrogate outcomes and outcomes that patients care about are less 
clear – for example the link between LDL or hgba1c and patient important 
outcomes like mortality may be j shaped in older people with multiple chronic 
conditions.

Finally, the creation of the clinical questions may need to be informed by 
timeframe, because of issues related to risk prediction of outcomes and 



tradeoffs between short and long term harms and benefits.
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Researchers have to decide though if they are only interested in the overlap 
(which reduces sample size), or they want to account for the various ways 
those 3 conditions may overlap in the larger population. 

Research could specifically address a pair of conditions – where one is not 
primary  – like the HIV and kidney disease.  It might be possible to address 
triplets or triads, but you can imagine that this might leave many important 
combinations unaddressed.  
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Finally, research can address MCCs in a non-disease specific way. Examples of 
this might be deprescribing research for people with polypharmacy, or care 
coordination interventions. 

There’s not one right answer - it would depend on feasibility, resources, the 
specifics of the clinical questions. 
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The PICO framework can be helpful in designing studies. 

So, once it has been decided to address people with MCCs in one of the above 
ways, the next step is to describe the specific clinical questions that are 
informed by MCCs, whether this is a subset of your research or a primary 
focus.

This first part about population – this is when we specify the definitions – how 
will you define comorbidity like CKD or morbidity burden? What index would 
you use?
Next, is the crucial question of looking for heterogeneity of treatment effect, 
evidence of effect modification on the basis of comorbidity, as you have 
defined it.
Third, is to determine which outcomes will be used to evaluate the evidence 
base.  The outcomes we should investigate may vary in people with MCCs –
we don't want to overlook harms, non-disease specific outcomes like 
functional status.  When we think about surrogate (or proxy or intermediate) 
outcomes, there may be instances in people with MCCs where the linkage 
between surrogate outcomes and outcomes that patients care about are less 
clear – for example the link between LDL  or hgba1c and patient important 
outcomes like mortality may be j shaped in older people with multiple chronic 
conditions.

Finally, the creation of the clinical questions may need to be informed by 
timeframe, because of issues related to risk prediction of outcomes and 



tradeoffs between short and long term harms and benefits.
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